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Outline and objective

The competition “as above, so below” focuses attention both on the underground rail-
way network and on above-ground lines of connection, rethinking the city in artistic 
terms. This may result in the emergence of previously invisible or lost points of access. 
When thinking about urban connections in this way, it also becomes possible to ad-
dress concepts of freedom and notions of sustainability, prosperity, and justice in the 
context of a finite living environment.

The competition aims not to develop a utopia, but to use artistic interventions to 
encourage public debate about such a utopia. This discourse can initiate an exchange 
of views on which aspects of urban public space are worth preserving and what should 
be discarded, invented, expanded or rethought.

This year, due to COVID-19 containment measures, nGbK is calling for submissions 
to the single-phase competition Art in the Underground 2020/21 “as above, so below” 
only from Germany rather than internationally as in previous years.

Historical development of the competition

The competition was first held in East Germany in 1958 on the theme of “Posters for 
Peace”. The artworks were exhibited on platform billboards at Alexanderplatz under-
ground station. Whereas many East German institutions were dissolved or renamed 
after 1989, this competition survived in its original form.

Since the early 1990s, nGbK has been realizing projects under the title “Art in the 
Underground” with artworks in or near underground stations in Berlin. The 2020 
competition, open to entries from across Germany, is being held with the support 
of the Senate Department for Culture and Europe - Art in Urban Space, and will be 
realized in 2021. Since the 2000s, the competition has included participatory and in-
terventionist concepts.
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This year’s competition

The theme “as above, so below” focuses on lines of connection, artistically linking the 
underground with the above-ground parts of Berlin and allowing points of reference 
and links within the city to be thought about in new ways. While the underground 
rail network structures the subterranean art locations, the project’s selection of above-
ground sites – parks, cemeteries, bodies of water – places the emphasis on urban bio-
topes as clearly definable habitats for humans, plants and animals. The project uses 
artistic means to tie broader debates to local sites, to recall forgotten knowledge, and 
to reassert the potential of the city. Via the works selected, it also addresses the current 
handling of public space during the COVID-19 pandemic. Measures to contain the 
spread of the virus are inscribing themselves into urban space, into social interactions 
and into our understanding of democracy, making an impact in the long term. The 
competition will discuss the fundamental premises of accessibility and democratic par-
ticipation within urban lines of connection. Artists and groups of artists are invited to 
intervene at three locations.

With its architecture, some of which dates back centuries, urban space is especially 
well suited to thinking in different, larger timescales. The “as above, so below” project 
proposes three locations for artistic interventions: the Berliner Fenster (screens in 
trains) as a media location throughout the underground rail network, plus two stops 
on the U8 line that have links to specific biotopes: Franz-Neumann-Platz Station in 
the north and Leinestrasse Station in the south. The latter is surrounded by numer-
ous cemeteries which, due to a cultural shift, now barely serve their original purpose, 
becoming instead – like the nearby former Tempelhof Airport – an arena for a wide 
range of often conflicting needs: environmental protection, recreation, urban consol-
idation, and the preservation of local identities. Franz-Neumann-Platz Station is near 
the Schäfersee, a lake surrounded by a park created in 1928 (now a protected green 
space and listed garden) as well as residential buildings and a mini-golf course. Artists 
and groups of artists are invited to submit concepts for these locations that manifest 
themselves both above and below ground, linking the two levels.

As an integral part of the project there will be a programme of critical site studies 
acting as a platform for communication between local residents, artists, curators and 
other interested parties. There are also plans for a series of public talks with experts 
from various disciplines to enrich urban and artistic discourse. The project will con-
clude with a catalogue documenting and contextualizing both the artistic works and 
the accompanying programme.

Timetable 

Publication of call for submissions (ngbk.de) Monday 25 May 2020

Deadline for written queries Monday 15 June 2020 

Responses to written queries by Thursday 25 June 2020

Deadline for competition entries, online only Monday 27 July 2020

Jury selection meeting Tuesday 8 Sept 2020 

Public display of selected works March–October 
2021 (tbc) 

This timetable is provisional and subject to change at short notice on account of measures to contain 
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Part 1 Procedure

1.1  Competition organizer

neue Gesellschaft für bildende Kunst (nGbK) 
Oranienstraße 25 
10999 Berlin
Represented by Annette Maechtel (managing director)

In coordination with the Berlin Senate Department for Culture and Europe, in coop-
eration with the Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe BVG (Berlin Public Transport), financed 
by funds from the State of Berlin for artistic design in urban space as part of a grant.

1.2  Nature of the competition

The call is open to professional artists and artist groups from anywhere in Germany. 
Applicants must live and work in Germany. In the case of groups, the majority of the 
group members should live and work in Germany. The competition is single-phased 
and anonymous. Submissions should be made in German or English. Within the frame-
work of the competition, up to five works will be realized in 2021 on the recommenda-
tion of the jury, on condition that budget requirements of the State of Berlin are met.

1.3  Principles and guidelines

The open call is made in accordance with the Guidelines for Planning Competitions 
(RPW 2013), where applicable, and with City of Berlin’s Guidelines for Public Art.

Through their participation or involvement in the competition, all participants, 
jury members and visitors automatically declare their consent with the participation 
conditions. The jury’s decision is final. Statements of any kind concerning content and 
procedure before and during the competition period – including the publication of 
results – may only be made by the competition organizer or in consultation with the 
competition organizer. Competition entries that are made public before or during the 
art competition period violate the condition of anonymity stipulated in §1 Section 4 
and §6 Section 2 of RPW 2013 and will not be considered by the jury.

Data protection: By his/her participation or involvement in the procedure, each par-
ticipant, jury member, expert, preliminary checker and guest agrees that his/her per-
sonal data in connection with the above competition will be kept by the organizer in 
the form of an automated file. After completion of the procedure, these data will be 
deleted on request (see corresponding note on the artist’s declaration). In accordance 
with §6 of the Data Protection Basic Regulation (GDPR), the consent of the parties 
involved is necessary, as there is no specific legal basis for maintaining this file.

This year’s competition 
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1.5  Composition of the jury

Professional jurors
•  Nuray Demir (artist) 
•  Alexandra Gerbaulet (artist) 
•  Tue Greenfort (artist)
•  Mirko Winkel (artist, curator, project group Art in the Underground 2020/21)
•  Lena Ziese (artist) 

 Permanent deputy:  Adam Page (artist)
 Deputy:  Johanna Werner (curator, project group Art in the Underground 2019)

Expert jurors
•  Marenka Krasomil (curator, project group Art in the Underground 2020/21)
•  Isabelle Meiffert (curator, project group Art in the Underground 2020/21)
• Dr. Katharina Bieler (Head of Office for Art and Culture, BA Neukölln)
•  Fred Kuhaupt (Berliner Fenster)  

  Deputy: Lorena Juan (curator and art mediator, project group Art in the Un-
derground 2020/21), Dr. Cornelia  Gerner (Head of Office for Art and Cul-
ture, BA Reinickendorf), Heidrun Wetten (BVG) - tbc

Further experts
•  Katrin Sander (Public Art Department, Senate Department for Culture and 

Europe)
•  Herbert Lohner (specialist on conservation/biodiversity, BUND)
•  Dirk Sorge (Berlinklusion)
•  Annette Maechtel (managing director, nGbK)
•  Martin Schönfeld (Büro für Kunst im öffentlichen Raum) 

Preliminary checking of entries will be undertaken by
•  Naomi Hennig (artist, curator)
• Ruschka Steininger (artist)

Name and address of the responsible Data Protection Officer:
Dr. Dirk Kroegel, Senatsverwaltung für Kultur und Europa, 
Brunnenstraße 188–190, 10119 Berlin 
Tel. (030) 90228 - 612, Email DSB@kultur.berlin.de

Data will be stored for a limited period in accordance with the relevant laws. Deletion 
of personal data is carried out in accordance with Art. 17 GDPR and usually occurs 
when the data in question are no longer required for the purposes for which they 
were collected or otherwise processed (end of competition procedure), when consent 
is withdrawn, or when an objection is lodged against their processing. The recipient of 
the data is the competition organizer.

Rights of participants: Those participating in the art competition have the following 
rights concerning personal data relating to them:

•  Right of access (in accordance with Art. 15 GDPR)
•  Right to rectification (Art. 16 GDPR)
•  Right to erasure (Art. 17 GDPR)
•  Right to restriction of processing (Art. 18 GDPR)
•  Right to object to gathering, processing and/or use (Art. 21 GDPR)
•  Right to data portability (Art. 20 GDPR)

In addition, participants have a right to lodge a complaint (Art. 77 GDPR). Any such 
complaint should be addressed by email to the organizer: kunst-im-untergrund@ngbk.de

1.4  Number of projects to be realized and time period

Depending on the scale of submissions, up to five art works will be selected for realiza-
tion by the jury. Realization is scheduled to take place from March to October 2021. 
Where possible, nGbK will provide advice and support from experienced curators on 
questions concerning realization.
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presentation of the site, etc. The technical requirements for the execution of 
the project must be clearly defined.

4.   An informative image of the artistic design for the preliminary check report 
and for documentation of the competition (jpeg file, 150-300 dpi).

5.   List of costs: for each entry, the artist must calculate up to € 8,000 (incl. VAT) 
for material and production costs, including all subsidiary costs and a € 4,000 
artist’s fee.

6.  Artist’s declaration (see Part 3, appendix).
7.  List of submitted documents
8.  Copy of identity card or registration confirmation

All documents are to be submitted in digital form only (PDF and jpeg). The entrant/s 
must ensure that the anonymity of submissions is maintained. Additional or non-digital 
submissions are not permitted and will be neither returned nor considered by the jury.

Each participant may submit only one work without variants.
The contestants commit themselves to submit a work that will be realized especially 

for this competition brief.

Checklist of documents to be submitted

1.  presentation of design
2.  short text (max. 1500 characters incl. spaces)
3.  written explanation (max. 3300 characters incl. spaces)
4.  image file of the design
5.  list of costs
6.  artist’s declaration
7.  list of documents submitted
8. Copy of identity card or registration confirmation

1.10  Important technical data and information

Locations requested by entrants for their artistic works may need to be modified due 
to approval-related issues. The organizers also expect a degree of flexibility that would 
allow the work to be adapted to on-site conditions during its realization where nec-
essary.

For artistic works to be realized in the underground areas of underground stations, 
the following requirements apply:

•  Regular rail traffic on the underground lines must be maintained both during 
the period of installation and the duration of the presentation. Artistic inter-
ventions in other areas of underground stations must not interfere with public 
transport.

1.6  Publication of competition documents, queries

This call for submissions will be available from Monday, 25 May 2020, on the website: 
www.ngbk.de Queries can be submitted to nGbK by email (kunst-im-untergrund@
ngbk.de) until Monday, 15 June 2020. Queries may not be made by telephone. All 
queries received will be answered by email by Thursday, 25 June 2020, at the latest.
This timetable is provisional and subject to change at short notice on account of mea-
sures to contain the COVID-19 pandemic.

1.7  Submission of entries

Please submit entries by Monday, 27 July 2020, by email to: kunst-im-untergrund@
ngbk.de
They will be anonymized by a member of the nGbK staff not involved in the compe-
tition.

1.7.1  Anonymity – Identification of works

To ensure anonymity, entrants must mark all parts of their competition work with a 
self-selected identification number consisting of six Arabic numerals. The identifica-
tion number should be noted on the top right-hand corner of every page. Please do 
not use sequences of consecutive increasing or decreasing digits. To ensure anonymity, 
mark entries only with your identification number and the words “Art Competition 
Art in the Underground”. The artist’s declaration (see Part 3, p. 13, form in appendix) 
is to be submitted as a separate document. It, too, will be anonymized.

1.8  List of competition documents

This call for submissions plus appendices.

1.9  Submission requirements

The following are required from all participating artists:

1.   Presentation of the design: Concept and realization proposal should be com-
municated precisely, clearly and with visual clarity, for example with draw-
ings, drawn or painted sketches, collages, photographs, model photographs, 
digital collages etc.

2.   Short text: brief summary of the concept (max. 1500 characters including 
spaces).

3.   Written explanation (max. 3300 characters) which describes the intention 
of the work and includes information about materials, presentation formats, 
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and are entitled to publish parts of works entered for the competition free of charge 
under the artist’s name (in the form of photographs or on the Internet) in connection 
with the competition. The copyright holder and the organizer of the competition are to 
be named in every instance of publication. Publication by third parties is only possible 
with the permission of the author/s.

1.13  Artist’s declaration

With their signature on the artist’s declaration, entrants confirm both that they are 
the authors of the work submitted and that they are able to develop and execute the 
project on time.

1.14  Announcement of results / Exhibition of competition entries

Once the jury selection procedure is complete, all entrants will be informed in a timely 
manner of the result. The minutes of the jury’s selection meeting will be sent to the par-
ticipants and all others involved in the competition by email. Once the competition is 
over, the submitted designs will be exhibited at the nGbK; the public will be informed 
of this in good time.

•  Irritations or distractions in the field of vision and hearing of train drivers must 
be ruled out. This includes, for example, bright light, mirrors and moving parts. 
Sound installations must not interfere with audibility of service announcements. 
A power supply (220V) is usually possible. Projections are not technically fea-
sible due to the increased light intensity. All materials and parts of installations 
must be installed firmly, but without drill holes in the walls, floors and ceilings.

•  Fire protection regulations must be taken into account (only flame-retardant 
materials). Only employees of Berlin Public Transport (BVG) and the compa-
nies of Draussenwerber and Ströer have access to the tracks.

Photography and filming inside stations require a permit, which can be obtained after 
consultation with the nGbK.

1.11  Selection procedure

The organizer will check competition entries formally on receipt and inform the jury 
in the form  of a preliminary report. The final, binding selection of works will be made 
by the jury. The selection criteria derive from the competition brief and the objectives 
identified by the organizer in this call for submissions (see 2.1). The jury decides on the 
admission of entries, assesses the admitted works, and recommends up to five designs 
for realization in 2021.

Selection criteria:
• artistic concept
• connection to location
• societal relevance and link to current political debates on the city
• technical feasibility taking site conditions into account
• environmental compatibility
• sustainability
• adherence to budget

Budget
For the realization of up to five designs, a total of € 40,000 incl. VAT (in words: forty 
thousand euros) is available, plus an additional € 4,000 incl. VAT (in words: four thou-
sand euros) for the artist’s fee in each case. These funds are available on condition that 
budget requirements of the State of Berlin are met.

This budget must be adhered to; additional funds will not be approved.

1.12  Property and copyright

Copyright and the right to publish submissions is retained by the author. Submissions 
may only be published by the entrants after the jury selection meeting. However, the 
competition organizer and the Federal State of Berlin have the right to first publication 
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Part 2  Competition brief

2.1  Competition brief 2020/2021

Art in the Underground 2020/21, on the theme of “as above, so below”, will use 
artistic means to foster critical discussion of changing lines of connection within Ber-
lin’s urban space. Entries should refer to the theme and be developed for the named 
locations. Each artistic work should be present both underground in the station and 
above-ground in the vicinity of the station. Entries for the “Berliner Fenster” screens 
are exempt from this requirement; they may involve a second location, but this is not 
a requirement.

The media available for use in the underground stations are limited to billboards 
and floor posters on platforms (details in section 2.2 below). Above ground, media 
and formats can be chosen freely, as long as they can be realized within the budget and 
are approved by the relevant authorities (Parks Office, etc.). Potential formats include 
audio walks, guided tours, performances and installations.
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2.2.1.  Franz-Neumann-Platz Underground Station 
 (U8, underground and above-ground surroundings)

Franz-Neumann-Platz Underground Station is in the district of Reinickendorf, in the 
north of Berlin, on the U8 line, with a tree-lined route leading straight to the Schäfer-
see. This lake is surrounded by a park created in 1928 (now a protected green space 
and listed garden) as well as residential buildings and a mini-golf course. The idyl-
lic-looking lake is badly polluted as a result of the adjacent buildings and traffic, es-
pecially due to contaminated water flowing into it unfiltered from the surrounding 
streets. This park provided the inspiration for the design of Franz-Neumann-Platz 
Station by the architect Rainer G. Rümmler; the main colour scheme is centred around 
earthy tones and the design uses tree motifs.

Participants are invited to make above-ground urban structures visible under-
ground. Following the theme of “as above, so below” competition entries must be 
present both above ground in the vicinity of Franz-Neumann-Platz Station and under-
ground in the station itself.

Above ground, media and formats can be chosen freely, as long as they can be real-
ized within the budget and are approved by the relevant authorities (Parks Office, etc.). 
Potential formats include audio walks, guided tours, performances and installations.

In the underground station, the formats for artistic works are defined as follows:

●	 	Between two and six billboards (252 × 356 cm) may be used. The production 
costs are approx. € 1,250 incl. VAT (total including installation) per billboard 
for one month or approx. € 1,900 (incl. VAT) per billboard for two months. 
This amount should be included in the list of projected costs.

●	 	Alternatively or additionally, between two and six floor posters (180 × 120 cm) 
can be used. The production costs are approx. € 650 (incl. VAT) per poster per 
month. This amount should be included in the list of projected costs.

The realization costs for both parts of the design should not exceed € 8,000 (incl. VAT).
 

2.2  Art locations
 

Franz-Neumann-Platz Station with an example of a billboard. 
Photo credit: nGbK “as above, so below” working group.
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2.2.2.   Leinestrasse Underground Station  
(U8, underground and above-ground surroundings)

This underground station in Berlin’s Neukölln district is surrounded by numerous 
cemeteries which, due to a cultural shift, no longer fulfil their original purpose. Like 
the nearby former Tempelhof Airport, they are instead becoming an arena for a wide 
range of barely compatible needs: environmental protection, recreation, urban consol-
idation, financial interests and the preservation of local identities. 

Leinestrasse Station was opened in 1929. Like many underground stations in Ber-
lin at this time, it was built by Alfred Grenander and Alfred Fehse. Until 1996 it was 
the southern terminus of the U8 line.

 To the east and west of the station, there are several cemeteries which, following 
a decision by the Protestant Church in 2006, are allowed to be sold and in some cases 
built over. The background to this change in usage is the decline in demand for cem-
etery space since 1990, in part due to smaller numbers of coffin burials. At present, 
a discussion about the future usage of these spaces is taking place: on the one hand, 
there are appeals to save these biotopes in the name of environmental protection and 
biodiversity, as they are home to old trees and a rich flora and fauna; the cemeteries 
are also a channel for cool, fresh air within the district. On the other hand, there is 
the development debate, strongly shaped by the financial interests of various investors, 
who are confronted by campaigns for socially viable housing concepts and affordable 
accommodation, something that is increasingly hard to find in Berlin.

In their designs, artists should make above-ground urban structures visible in the 
underground. Following the theme of “as above, so below”, competition entries must 
be present both above ground in the vicinity of Leinestrasse Station and underground 
in the station itself.

Above ground, media and formats can be chosen freely, as long as they can be real-
ized within the budget and are approved by the relevant authorities (Parks Office, etc.). 
Potential formats include audio walks, guided tours, performances and installations.

Leinestrasse Station is a listed building; the following formats are permitted:

●	 	Between two and six floor posters (180 × 120 cm) can be used. The produc-
tion costs are approx. € 650 (incl. VAT) per poster per month. This amount 
should be included in the list of projected costs. 

●	 	The realization costs for both parts of the design should not exceed € 8,000 
(incl. VAT).

Leinestrasse Station and a nearby 
cemetery entrance. 
Photo credit: nGbK “as above, so 
below” working group.
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2.2.3.  Throughout the underground rail network: “Berliner Fenster”

The Berliner Fenster is a passenger television service in Berlin’s underground trains 
run by Berliner Fenster GmbH. A twin-screen system is used to present news, events 
announcements and advertising: one screen shows a video or still image while the oth-
er displays the corresponding text.

Work developed for the “Berliner Fenster” will be visible across the whole of Ber-
lin’s underground rail network. Possible formats: video, photographs, text. Works may 
vary in length between 10 and 40 seconds. Costs depend on broadcast period, length 
of work, and repetition frequency. A partnership with “Berliner Fenster” has already 
been agreed; details of conditions will be provided together with the written response 
to queries, before the final deadline for submissions.

Details of production formats can be consulted online at:
https://mcrud.de/wp-content/uploads/mcrud-mediadaten-en.pdf

Works developed for “Berliner Fenster” may involve a second location, but this is not 
a requirement. The realization costs for the overall work should not exceed € 8,000 
(incl. VAT).

Hans Polterauer, “Untitled“
video on “Berliner Fenster” passenger television service. 
Photo credit: AG/U10-archive.



Part 3  Appendix 

Artist’s declaration

Art in the Underground competition 2020/21 “as above, so below”

ID number  

Artist / entrant 

Assistants 

Address (studio/office)    

Telephone 

Email

Address (private)      

Tel.  

Email   

Special experts/consultants  

By participating in the art competition, I/we commit, if commissioned by the organizer, 
to develop and execute the proposed work

By my/our signature I/we declare that I/we am/are the intellectual creator(s) of the 
work. I/we hereby agree that my/our personal data contained in this form may be used 
in connection with the above-mentioned competition and stored in an automated file 
by the organizer.

Please delete my/our data after the end of the contest – yes / no (underline as appro-
priate).

Place, Date, signature

 


